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510 8/26/1995 HBT CTC SP 2694 Track Repeater Houston, Texas N

Bridge gang started construction work Sept. 1, 1995 to replace wooden bridge with concrete bridge.  Signal cables buried beside the track, in the bridge 
approach, had been damaged.  On the evening of Sept. 26, 1995, SP 2694 with 81 cars was moving approx. 5 MPH across bridge going into SP yard.  The HBT 
Operator had lined the route and when train entered control point circuit, the Operator started another route.  When the 24th car of the SP train was crossing 
the no. 2 switch, the track repeater relay in the control house picked up, choosing [illegible] the control point and [ends in midsentence]

Allowed the stored route to clear, which called for the no. 2 switch to return to normal.  Found the damaged cable had a 10 amp ground on the TP wires.  The 
track relay was deenergized.  The TP relay was the only relay with false battery at the time.  Switch cable and trunk cables were meggered and found to be 
bad and taken out of service.  Control point temp. out of service while new cable being installed.

This location had been tested in July 1995, no grounds found.

Report late because of oversight by office while I was at AAR conference.

523 10/18/1995 CR CTC Train SENS-7, Engi Signal P383 Shippensburg, PA N

Engineer on train SENS-7 reported that signal P383 displayed a CLEAR aspect with signal 15W at CP Ship displaying MEDIUM APPROACH.  Problem was 
determined to be false energy on L15APC circuit due to grounded and crossed aerial cable conductors between Loc "C" and Loc "D" at CP Ship.  Cable 
removed from service, new cable installed, signal system tested and returned to service.

92 11/6/1996 CSXT CTC East Bound Train Grounded Cable E. Garrett, Garrett, IN N

On November 6, 1996 at East Garrett, Indiana, an Eastbound Train Crew reported the dwarf signal on adjacent track was displaying a STOP AND PROCEED 
signal.

Signal system was removed from service.

Repairs were made, operational test performed and signals placed back in service.
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576 11/30/1996 SP CTC SP 1MNGVC-30 Signal 30 Ridgley, IL N

On November 30, 1996 at approximately 2:30 AM, Engineer operating train no. 1MNGVC-30 traveling west, reported that signal 30 cleared Yellow while the 
C.I.M. train was flagging across the Interlocking.

The Signal Supervisor was notified and he had the Dispatcher hold all trains in their position until he arrived.  Upon arrival at the Interlocking, he confirmed that 
the 30 signal was Yellow.  The cable was meggered and was found to be bad.  The cable was replaced from the tower to the westbound home signals and 
the signal system was thoroughly tested.  All tests showed the system to be working as intended with no exceptions.

The signal system was returned to service on November 30, 1996 at 7:00PM.

151 1/2/1997 UP CTC Manual Job #700 Underground Cable Avondale, LA N

On January 2, 1997, at 14:25 CDT on the Alexandria Subdivision the Tower Operator at West Bridge Junction, at Milepole 10.2 reported that as Train Job #700 
passed Signal No. 7 leaving the new yard on the SP tracks to Westwego, Signal No. 7 stayed Yellow.

An investigation revealed the 7GZ signal mechanism had a ground on it through an underground cable from switch No. 9 which kept the mechanism energized 
with a train occupying the OS track ahead of Signal No. 7.

The underground cable was replaced, and the signal system was restored to proper operation, and all applicable tests were performed.

142 1/13/1997 NS CTC N/A Insulation Front Royal, VA N

At approximately 7:30 AM Asst. Track Supervisor was driving southbound on a road adjacent to the track when he noticed southward intermediate signal 63.9 
displaying a CLEAR aspect.  Being aware of the fact that northbound train 460V612 was in the block ahead around milepost H-68, he knew the signal should 
have been displaying RESTRICTING so he reported the incident to the dispatcher.

Signal personnel were called to investigate, and, upon arrival were able to duplicate the reported incident.  Both the 63.9 and the 66.7 signals would display a 
CLEAR aspect when the next southward signal ahead was RESTRICTING and was not sending energy on the 667 BP line circuit.  The problem was traced to a 
falsely energized 667 BP relay.

Signals in this area are AC operated.  The false energy was found to be caused by two grounds south of milepost H66.7.  BX110 was found to be going to 
ground through the insulation holding a contact in the slide fence circuit controller at milepost H67.8.  The grounded BX110 was getting to the 667 BP line wire 
from a guy wire that was touching it at milepost H 67.4.  The guy wire had been damaged at some previous time, allowing it to come in contact with the 667 BP 
line wire.  Both grounds were eliminated, the signals tested and then put back in service.
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580 1/29/1997 SEPA AB Signal #302 ABS #302, MP 11.1, Main Line, Montgomery N

Nature of Failure:  Engineer of southbound train 0121 reported passing signal #302 displaying CLEAR with next signal, #R2 at CP-Jenkin displaying STOP.

Cause of Failure:  Could not duplicate condition, however, during investigation and testing it was found that circuit NR2DRP contained a conductor with less 
than 100,000 ohms resistance to ground although the circuit was working as intended.

A grounded conductor in this circuit could cause the condition.

Corrective Action Taken:  Relocated NR2DRP circuit to a conductor with acceptable resistance to ground reading.  No other condition was found that would 
have contributed to the incident.  Performed all necessary tests and inspections to determine if the condition existed.

585 8/14/1997 AMTK Manual None Signal 42L North Philadelphia, PA N

At North Philadelphia Interlocking on the NEC in Philadelphia, PA.  The tower operator reported a problem with the 42L signal.  The C&S forces found the 42L 
displaying an APPROACH aspect with a train occupying the block.  Investigation finds cable conductor 42LAH5 not meeting insulation resistance standards 
allowing foreign current to energize the 42LAH relay.  The circuit was rerouted to good conductors.  All appropriate tests were made along with a complete 
operation check observing all aspects with no exceptions found.  Signal was restored to service.

437 1/11/1998 CSXT CTC Z35610 N/A NAS Wauhatchie, Chattanooga, TN N

On Sunday, January 11, the AJ dispatcher line Norfolk Southern (NS) NAS Wauhatchie on the Chattanooga Subdivision for NS train Z35610.  Z35610 passed 
the Wauhatchie signal at 0034 and passed a STOP signal at Wildwood at 0040.  The signals at NS NAS Wauhatchie were removed from service.

A re-enactment of the situation by signal personnel revealed that the aspect at NS NAS Wauhatchie had improperly displayed a MEDIUM APPROACH MEDIUM 
(R/Y/FG) instead of MEDIUM APPROACH (R/Y) into the STOP aspect at NAS Wildwood.  Further investigation revealed a ground in the twist wire that had been 
installed to temporarily repair the code line due to a recent wire theft.  The wire had been damaged by placement of new rail beside the track.  The ground 
caused 4.5 VDC to be placed on the 2RD relay at Wauhatchie.  The improperly energized RD circuit caused a Flashing Green signal to be displayed at 
Wauhatchie in addition to the R/Y signal.

The circuit tested clear after the wires were repaired and the signals returned to service.  Electronic track circuits were installed in this section and placed in 
service on January 21.

642 7/24/2000 SEPA AB Cable Jenkintown, PA N

See attached [nothing attached].
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244 7/28/2000 CSXT CTC Q308-26 Signal 56N Arlington, OH N

On July 28, 2000 northbound Q308-26 received an APPROACH aspect at intermediate signal 56N while the electric lock switch XA54 at the New Generation 
Industry Spur was lined reverse against the 56N signal.  Signal 56N should have displayed an aspect no better than STOP AND PROCEED with the switch 
reversed.  Train H719-26 had lined the switch reverse in order to set off a car in the industry track, and the signal went from STOP AND PROCEED to 
APPROACH when H719-26 cleared the fouling section of switch XA54.  When H719-26 re-entered the fouling section, Signal 56N went back to STOP AND 
PROCEED.  The switch was removed from service and Train Control personnel dispatched.

The cause was found to be shorted HD conductors in a spliced aerial 12-conductor/14 line drop, caused by moisture shorting out the wires.  The line drop was 
replaced, switch and signal checks were made with no exceptions, and the signals were returned to service.

The cause was determined to be a material failure of the splice.

644 8/16/2000 WC Manual 2LA Lake Villa, Illinois N

Northbound #2 main displayed Red and Yellow aspects at the same time.  Upon notification took plant out of service.

Upon investigation found bridge piling was driven through cable crossing the wires.

Replaced cables.

278 9/8/2000 UP CTC UP3702 None Picacho, AZ N

On September 08, 2000 at 01:02 MDT, at Picacho, AZ on the Phoenix Subdivision, eastbound LK172 07, on the Main Track at MP 978.6, reported the eastbound 
approach signal to Picacho at MP 978.60 displayed a Yellow over Yellow aspect and the eastbound absolute signal at Picacho displayed a Red over Red 
aspect.

An investigation revealed a shorted underground cable to the eastbound approach signal at MP 978.60 caused the lower aspect to display a Yellow.

The signal system was restored to proper operation, and all applicable tests were performed.

249 10/13/2000 CSXT APB Q598-13 Semaphore Sig 147.0 Sugar Creek Bridge, Crawfordsville, IN N

At approximately 1200 on October 13, 2000, northbound Train Q598-13 reported that the signal at MP 147.0 was displaying a Yellow 45 degree signal 
(APPROACH) with northbound Train Q642-13 ahead in the block.

The cause was found to be damage to a temporary cable that had been installed across the bridge decking to facilitate bridge department crane work.  The 
damaged cable was replaced with open line wire and placed back on the pole line.  Signal checks were made with no exceptions, and the signals were 
returned to service.
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679 9/5/2001 URR Remote Engine 30 188 Signal J Tower Interlocking, Duquesne, PA N

On September 5, 2001 at approximately 11:00 AM, engine 30 reported an APPROACH MEDIUM aspect on signal 188 and a STOP aspect on signal 150.  Upon 
arrival, Signal Manager [redacted] had the Union Railroad TMD (Dispatcher) request a signal on 188 and an APPROACH MEDIUM aspect displayed (Yellow over 
Green).  The proper aspect should have been an APPROACH (Yellow).  Signal 188 was taken out of service.

Plant grounds were checked and found okay.  Voltages were checked between case 27 and case 186.  Cable 27-186A was meggered and had several bad 
conductors in the 19 conductor cable.  This cable was last meggered on 12/1/98.  A new 9 conductor cable was run and circuits were moved to the new 
cable.  The new cable was meggered and all signal aspects were operationally checked.  Signal 188 was put back in service.

687 2/13/2002 CORP AB CORP 3819 Aerial Cable MP 550.4, Myrtle Creek, OR N

The CORP 3819 was northbound at Myrtle Creek on 2/13/02.  The crew reported a Dark signal at 550.4 and 551.2.  While passing 551.2 they looked back at 
signal 551.3.  551.3 was showing an APPROACH while train was still occupying the block which it governed.  I responded immediately and began shunting 
track circuits.  I discovered the track relays were de-energizing, but the 5513HR and 5505HR would not de-energize.  After checking the rints and pole line, I 
concluded that the aerial drop cable to signal 550.4 was shorted out between the 5513H and 5505H circuits.  I set both the 5505 signal and the 5513 signal to 
their most restrictive aspects and informed dispatch.  The next morning, myself and [ends in midsentence].

348 4/9/2002 CSXT CTC H75709 Aerial Cable W.E. Gordonsville, Gordonsville, VA N

At 18:25 on April 9, 2002 H75709 was operating westbound in the siding at the west end of Gordonsville.  The switch was lined reverse and the westbound 
dwarf signal displayed a SLOW CLEAR (G) for the train to leave the siding.  The train crew then observed a CLEAR (G/R) signal westbound on the main at the 
west end of Gordonsville.  This signal should have been at STOP.  H75709 stopped and reported the incident to the dispatcher.  The signals were immediately 
removed from service and signal personnel were dispatched to the location.  Upon arrival, Signal Supervisor and team verified this condition.  Further 
investigation revealed foreign battery applied to the H-D line circuits causing the signal on the main to incorrectly indicate CLEAR.  The line circuits were opened 
and the signals in both directions at the west end of Gordonsville were left out of service until repairs completed.  Investigation revealed the aerial cable at the 
West End of Gordonsville junction box showed signs of moisture and corrosion.  The affected aerial cable was removed from the junction box and the terminal 
strips were cleaned.  Some of the conductors were cut off and the cable was reterminated.  All conductors passed the megging test to ground and the cross 
megging test.  The aerial cable was then restored to the signal system.  Operational tests were performed with no exceptions taken.  Signals were restored to 
service.

695 6/15/2002 FEC CTC 415, Train #10115 Grounded Cable Delray Beach, Florida N

See attached report dated June 21, 2002. [no report attached]

No. of Reports Shown in this Listing: 18
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